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(FADE IN)

          EXT. SOUTH SHORE, SOUTH DAKOTA - CABIN

          It is a bright, clear, July 5th morning in the small South
          Dakota town of South Shore. On the north side of town there
          is a small lake with a row of cabins along the east side.
          One of the cabins is bright red with white trim where
          currently there is a sense of unrest.

          There is a state patrol car parked out front. Looking at
          the cabin is a state patrolman, TIM (early 20's). He is
          carrying a small notepad and a pencil.

          Tim makes notes as a second state patrol car pulls up. The
          car stops and out steps LIEUTENANT (30's), another state
          patrolman. He steps out of the car with a lot of confidence
          which is interrupted by a sigh.

                              TIM
                    Morning, Lieutenant.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    Tim. What do we got here?

                              TIM
                    It's a massacre, sir.

          Tim leads Lieutenant around to the back of the cabin that
          faces the water.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    Easy with that word. Now tell me
                    again.

                              TIM
                    Two injured, four dead.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    Not much of an improvement.

                              TIM
                    They're right back here.
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         When they arrive at the crime scene, which we do not see,
          Lieutenant shakes his head in disgust.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    That's a shame.

                              TIM
                    One of the injured parties called
                    it in.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    Where are they?

                              TIM
                    Inside.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    I'll want to talk to them. You
                    radio a coroner?

                              TIM
                    They're on their way.

          The two men start to head back toward their vehicles.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    How was your Fourth?

                              TIM
                    It was good; we were in Watertown.
                    My wife and I went to my sister and
                    her second husband's place for a
                    barbecue. My sister severed up
                    these little chicken drummies; must
                    of ate a hundred of those little
                    bastards. You?

                              LIEUTENANT
                    Sioux Falls; wife's family.

                              TIM
                    I was in Sioux Falls last year.
                    They put on a great fireworks show.

          They stop at their cars and lean against them.
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                              LIEUTENANT
                    Can't believe it.

                              TIM
                    Spectacular, the show must have
                    lasted fifteen minutes.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    No, not the fireworks. The crime
                    scene.

                              TIM
                    Oh..oh yeah.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    What gets in the mind of these
                    people? How can someone do this?
                    I'll never get use to it.

                              TIM
                    This does seem a little strange. I
                    mean the manner of how they were
                    killed is a little inconsistent.
                    Even the two injured people, one
                    shot, one...

                              LIEUTENANT
                    That's not what I'm talking about.
                    It's like this, you see Nixon's
                    speech the other night? Wishing
                    the country a happy holiday?
                    

                              TIM
                    I don't really follow politics.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    So our President, took the time out
                    of his busy schedule of running
                    this country to wish us a happy
                    holiday and to be the best patriots
                    we can be. As soon as he gets done,
                    the fucking liberal media is
                    criticizing him for not mentioning
                    Watergate.
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                              TIM
                    Terrible.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    Damn it, it's the Forth of July!
                    This is a very special time for
                    friends and family not talking bad
                    about our leaders.

          Lieutenant takes a few steps toward the lake.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    Or murdering people on the bank of
                    a lake in South Shore, South
                    Dakota.

          It is a quiet for awhile. Lieutenant turns away from Tim
          and looks over the lake as the sun shine reflects off the
          watery surface.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    Real pretty here. This lake have a
                    name?

                              TIM
                    South Shore Lake I guess. That is
                    what people around here call it
                    anyway.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    Needs a name. Some Indian
                    name...something like that.

                              TIM
                    Oh I know...like after a someone
                    famous or historic figure.

          Lieutenant looks around at the cabin and the lake.

                              LIEUTENANT
                    Or a tragic event.

          (FADE OUT)
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         (FADE IN)

          EXT. SOUTH SHORE

          Ripping up the highway outside of town is a Dodge Charger.
          Behind the wheel is ANNA JACOBSON (22). She drives the car
          with a fire in her eyes. There is a fresh bruise on the
          side of her face that is visible through the make-up she
          used to cover it up. She finishes a cigarette and then
          immediately lights another as loud country music blares on
          the radio.

          EXT. GUS' PUMP AND FOOD

          A sign along the side the road reads the miles to town:

          SOUTH SHORE 30

          Anna pulls into a parking lot of a gas station. She quickly
          gets out of her car and runs into the station. Anna soon
          returns to her car with a brown paper bag. She starts up
          her car, adds a few revs for good measure, and then takes
          off back down the highway and toward South Shore.

          INT. SOUTH SHORE - JACOBSON HOUSE - OFFICE

          In the back room of a ranch house is a very messy office
          that includes a large oak desk.

          Sitting in front of the oak desk are CAL BIG EAGLE (25) and
          TY WILKINS (27). Cal is dressed in jeans, a plaid collard
          shirt, and a cowboy hat resting in his lap. His long black
         hair is in one long braid behind him. Ty is dressed the same
          as Cal, except with newer, cleaner, and more expensive
          clothes and cowboy hat. He is sporting a short crew cut.
          Standing behind the desk are JIM JACOBSON (55) and his
          sister CAROLINE TAYLOR (48). They are dressed in business
          attire. Sitting in the chair behind the desk is GERALD
          JACOBSON (82) whose dress is comparable to Cal and Ty's.

          There is a silence as Jim looks through a manila folder.

                              JIM
                    Ty Wilkins. Your dad by chance
                    Thomas Wilkins?
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                              TY
                    That would be him.

                              JIM
                    I'm just curious, why'd you want to
                    come all the way to South Shore
                    South Dakota to work on a ranch for
                    less than half of what I can assume
                    you could make back home?

                              TY
                    When an opportunity comes up to be
                    a head ranch hand for Gerald
                    Jacobson, you don't let it go by.

          Jim and Caroline look at each other.

                              CAROLINE
                    About that, there was a mistake in
                    the ad that we put out. We aren't
                    looking for a head ranch hand; we
                    are looking for two hands to run
                    the place because our father is
                    retiring.

          Gerald shoots Caroline a dirty look.

                              GERALD
                    Semi-retiring.

                              CAROLINE
                    Semi-retiring. He is going to be
                    transitioning from working outside
                    to working here, on the business
                    side. He needs two hands to tend to
                    the cattle and various other duties
                    while he handles everything else
                    from his home.

                              GERALD
                    Damn it, when you put it that way
                    it sounds like you are locking me
                    up.

         Jim rolls his eyes.
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                              JIM
                    Anyway, I'm sorry if there was any
                    confusion, but the positions are
                    for two ranch hands, not a head
                    ranch hand.

          Ty takes a deep breath.

          After a brief moment, Jim grabs a second manila folder and
          begins reading from it.

                              JIM
                    Let's see, you must be Cal.

                              CAL
                    Yes sir.

                              JIM
                    You've had a lot of experience
                    working ranches up through the
                    Midwest. Where you originally from
                    Mr...Big Eagle?

                              CAL
                    Pine Ridge.

                              JIM
                    Pine Ridge Indian Reservation?

          Caroline and Jim look at each other.

                              JIM
                    Your last job was up near Milbank
                    working for Clarence Fuller.

                              CAL
                    Yes sir.

                              JIM
                    Says you are the hardest worker he
                    has ever seen. Your other employers
                    seem to say the same thing. The
                    only thing that worries me is this
                    little stint you did in county.
                    What'd you do to get thrown in
                    there?
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                              CAL
                    Just a disagreement that got a
                    little out of hand.

                              CAROLINE
                    It says here you hit a man who
                    ended up with broken bones in his
                    face, a broken nose, and three
                    missing teeth.

                              CAL
                    It got a little out of hand.

                              CAROLINE
                    Look I don't care about what
                    happened. I just want to make sure
                    that something like that isn't
                    going to happen here. The
                    Jacobson's have a great reputation
                    in this town...

                              JIM
                    The whole state.

                              CAROLINE
                    ...and we don't want to see that
                    tarnished. Are we going to see that
                    same attitude around here?

                              CAL
                    No ma'am.

          INT. ROSS BUILDING - DALLAS, TEXAS

          Sitting in a waiting room is a nervous MARTIN JACOBSON
          (50). He is dressed in a brown suit with a rope tie. A
          bead of sweat runs down his forehead.

          RING...RING

          The phone on the receptionist's, TINA (20's), desk. She
          runs into the room and answers it.
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                              TINA
                    Blake Ross' office, how may I help
                    you?

          Martin watches Tina as she talks.

                              TINA
                    I'm sorry, Mr. Ross is busy on the
                    20th, maybe we could set something
                    up for the beginning of next month?

          Martin quietly listens to the conversation.

                              TINA
                    Don't get upset sir...sir. We can
                    schedule something for next month.
                    I understand, but you must
                    understand that Mr. Ross is the
                    richest man here in Texas and his
                    time is very valuable...sir...sir.

          Tina slams down the phone.

                              TINA
                    Asshole.

          Martin goes back to sitting nervously in the waiting room.

          Tina's intercom goes off; it is BLAKE ROSS (50)

                              BLAKE
                    Is Martin Jacobson here yet?

                              TINA
                    He's sure is Mr. Ross.

                              BLAKE
                    Mmm...send him in.

                              TINA
                    Okay sir.

          A look of despair comes over Martin's face.

                              TINA
                    Mr. Ross will see you now.
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          Martin takes a deep breath and walks his way over to Blake
          Ross' door.

          INT. ROSS BUILDING - BLAKE ROSS' OFFICE

          As Martin quietly walks in, Blake is putting golf balls into
          a glass on the floor.

                              MARTIN
                    You wanted to...

                              BLAKE
                    Shh!

          Blake puts and misses.

                              BLAKE
                    Shit!

          Blake walks up to his ball to try it again.

                              BLAKE
                    Where's your daughter Marty?

                              MARTIN
                    My daughter? I'm not sure Mr. Ross.
                    

                              BLAKE
                    Bull shit. Let me ask again.
                    Where's my wife?

                              MARTIN
                    The last time I talked to her was
                    last week when I was over at your
                    house for dinner. I never had a
                    chance to thank you for that...

                              BLAKE
                    I don't believe you. How long have
                    you worked for me?

                              MARTIN
                    I've been here about a year.
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                              BLAKE
                    In that year haven't I always been
                    straight with you?

          Martin thinks for a moment.

                              BLAKE
                    Never mind, I'm going to make this
                    simple on you Marty. I want your
                    daughter back home this evening.

                              MARTIN
                    But I don't know where she is.

                              BLAKE ROSS
                    Not my problem. Now get out of
                    here.

          Martin slowly walks out of Blake's office.

          Once out of the office he sprints down the hallway to his
          office.


